CONSTITUTIONAL LAW*
RIGHTS OF STUDENTS

The last decade has witnessed an increasing caseload dealing with
constitutional rights in a school or university setting. In some areas the
courts have expressed a willingness to intervene to protect the individual
from transgression of his basic rights embodied in the first and
fourteenth amendments, while in other areas the courts have been
reluctant to restrict the governing and administrating bodies in the
performance of their duties. As was expressed in Griffin v. Tatum, what
this boils down to is another balancing process, this time "between the
rights of the individual students and the rights of the whole in the
functioning of the school."' In Griffin, the appellee had been suspended
from a high school for violating a hairstyle regulation which had been
promulgated by the appellants in their capacity as school
administrators. The regulation provided the "[h]air must be trimmed
and well cut. No Beatle haircuts, long sideburns, ducktails, etc. will be
permitted." ' In holding that such regulations are a part of the
disciplinary process necessary in maintaining the above mentioned
balance and thus not a violation of due process and equal protection, the
court of appeals applied the standard laid down in an earlier decision by
it which called for a finding that the problem sought to be alleviated by
the regulation was one that interfered with the educational process. 3
What may not be reasonable restraints on the street corner may be
reasonable in a classroom. This is not to say the school regulations are
free from the restrictions against arbitrariness and unreasonableness
imposed by the due process and equal protection clauses of the
fourteenth amendment. In fact, the court upheld the finding of the
district court as to the unconstitutionality of the interpretation placed on
the regulation by the appellants which required the hair to be tapered in
the back as opposed to blocked. Such a classification could not have as
its purpose the halting of disruptions in the learning process so as to
outweigh the constitutional protections sought by the student. 4
This same reasoning was applied by the court in Stevenson v. Board of
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Education5 where it was held not unreasonable for school officials to say
that the time had come for the appellants to shave since "a failure to
shave is a departure from the norm which has a diverting influence on the
student body." 6 Although not applied in this case, the court expressed an
intention to apply the finality rule concerning ripeness for adjudication
in expulsion cases more strictly than had been done in the past. This rule
states that before federal courts should intervene in such school
management problems, there must be "such prior reference to local
institutional authority as may be necessary to assure that the action
complained of is final within the institution in the sense that it is ripe for
adjudication." 7 This view was strengthened in Wood v. Alamo Heights
Independent School District8 decided five months later. In addition the
court cited the Stevenson and Griffin cases as authority for upholding a
haircut regulation which was neither arbitrary nor unreasonable. There
seems to be no doubt that student grooming regulations are not
inherently unconstitutional but are necessary and proper means for
operating an educational institution. What would ordinarily be
considered a constitutional privilege must be sacrificed for a greater
interest in promoting discipline and sanitation which are necessary
ingredients in any learning process.
An even simpler case for the courts is one in which the privilege
asserted is held to fall outside the protection of due process. This
situation arose in Mitchell v. Louisiana High School Athletic
Association9 where a student was prohibited from participating in
athletics by a high school athletic association's rule which provided that
any student who repeated a grade beginning with the sixth grade which
he had passed would be ineligible for athletics in his fourth year of high
school. Although the disqualification is state action for constitutional
purposes, the student failed to raise a privilege or right secured by federal
law or the due process clause of the Constitution. Such privileges must
be left to the exclusive protection of the States. On the other hand, the
classification induced by the regulation served a valid State interest of
preventing unfair competition in school athletics as well as thwarting
high school coaches from having promising athletes repeat pre-high
school grades. Equal protection does not require that before a remedial
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Id. at 1158.
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scheme can be sustained, it must without fail cover every evil that might
conceivably have been attacked.' 0
In contrast to these limitations on a student's fourteenth amendment
privileges, the courts have repeatedly struck down attempts
through
school regulations to restrict the student's first amendment
rights,
especially in the field of free speech. As any student of constitutional
law
isaware, the judiciary has viewed the rights guaranteed by the
first
amendment as the guardian and omnipotent clause of the Constitution.
Numerous cases have arisen in the past few years involving the banning
of speakers on university campuses, the majority of which litigation
occurred in Mississippi. It was not until last year, however,
that a
district court promulgated in Stacy v. Williams" a code to be
used in
determining the rights of students and administrators in allowing
or
disallowing speakers on state campuses. It was first recognized that
there
was no absolute right to assemble and make speeches regardless
of the
circumstances, content of speech, purpose of assembly, or probable
consequences, but the-court stated that a request by a recognized
organization could be denied only after the administrator
of the
institution determined that the speech would constitute a "clear
and
present danger" to the orderly operation of the institution, which
danger
could be accomplished by advocation of any of a list of actions set
down
by the court. In this case the organization was provided with
an
opportunity for a hearing before the Campus Review Committee
whose
decision could then be reviewed by any court of competent jurisdiction,
state or federal. The court suggested that such a hearing satisfies
due
process requirements.
Several months later, these rules were put into effect in Mo/pus
v.
Fortune'"where university officials had denied a request for the president
of a student body of a Negro college to speak of disturbances
on his
campus. The case first arose before the court of appeals after
the
university made a motion to the district court to stay an order
of that
court allowing the speech pending an appeal, which motion was
denied.
In affirming the denial of the motion, the Fifth Circuit asserted
that
"[t]ime, place and the content of the speech are the crucial points
a court
must always weigh in determining whether words should be proscribed
in advance of their utterance."'13 It cited a concurring opinion
of Mr.
Justice Brandeis 4 to the effect that prior restraints on freedom of
speech
10. Id.at 1158-59.
I I. 306 F.Supp. 963 (N.D. Miss. 1969).
12. 432 F.2d 916 (5th Cir. 1970).
13. Fortune v. Molpus, 431 F.2d 799, 805 (5th Cir. 1970).
14. Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 357, 372 (1927).
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should only be upheld wherein there is no opportunity for discussion in
order to avert the evil. On an appeal on the merits, the district court's
finding that the university had not shown by evidence that the speech
would constitute a clear and present danger was upheld. The Fifth
Circuit stated that Stacy v. Williams restricted its role to a finding of
whether the trial judge was clearly erroneous on the question of a clear
and present danger. Therefore, the court no longer needs to go into all of
the free speech issues which are normally asserted by the aggrieved
parties. The court also denied plaintiffs request that university officials
be prohibited from interfering with speeches in the future unless they
themselves initiated court action to show why the speaker should not be
allowed.' 5 The issue was avoided on jurisdictional grounds in this case,
but it will surely arise in the proper forum for there are strong arguments
for shifting the burden for seeking court action to the institution which is
denying a privilege otherwise guaranteed by the Constitution.
Concordant rulings have been made in cases involving freedom of
expression through demonstrations, a method of communication that
has obtained worldwide acclaim by the dissenters of society. In Bayless
6 a university regulation which required that demonstrations
v. Martine,"
be held at a certain time and place and after 48 hours prior notice was
held not to be an impermissible restraint on the exercise of first
amendment rights. Not only does the regulation prevent the occurance of
simultaneous and competing demonstrations but it is an effective means
by which to avoid disruption of the educational process. The university is
faced with the task of balancing the interests of a majority of its students
to pursue their studies against the interests of a minority who desire to
exercise their right to protest. In 1969,11 the U.S. Supreme Court
approved of such regulations as to time, place, and manner of student
demonstrations with only the limitation that they be reasonable and
nondiscriminatory. In other words, freedom of expression carries only
the guarantee that a peaceful demonstration will be allowed to take
place, leaving the university free to regulate the time, place, and manner.
However, this liberal view applied only to general regulations published
in advance and open to the entire scope of diverse types of
demonstrations. A much more strict view would be applied to ad hoc
regulations which run the risk of being used to supress a certain view
under the pretext of preserving campus order. In any event, a student
found violating a valid regulation is subject to suspension and is without
15.
16.
17.
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the argument that there was no damage due to the fact that no classes
were interrupted. The absence of damage is irrelevant when the issue
before the court is the validity of a regulation. 8
RIGHTS OF TEACHERS

Disciplinary problems in our educational institutions have by no
means been confined to actions of students but have also embraced
desires on the part of professors and instructors to become involved in
the reform movements which flourish on our campuses. Once again the
most prevalent constitutional privileges which have become the basis for
litigation are those of the first and fourteenth amendments. As for the
privileges embodied in the first amendment, that ever present balancing
process was again asserted by the court in Ferguson v. Thomas 9 where
an instructor was dismissed after incidences in which he had used class
time for discussion of matters in no way connected with the subjects
assigned for him to teach. There must be a "balance between the
interests on the one hand of the teacher as a citizen in commenting upon
matters of public concern and enjoying freedom of association, and the
interests on the other hand of the state as an employer in promoting the
efficiency of the public service it performs through its employees." 2
Where the instructor exercises his constitutional privilege to such an
extent that it over-balances his usefulness as an instructor, his
employment may be terminated. If the instructor has tenure or an
expectancy of re-employment, a termination for any reason can be made
only after compliance with the requirements of minimum procedural due
process. An expectation of re-employment can be established by
regulations or standards governing re-employment of nontenured
employees which create an obligation which otherwise would not exist
under interpretations of contract relations .2 The instructor is entitled to
the same minimum procedural rights afforded students who are
suspended for disciplinary reasons, which include a statement of the
causes for his termination, the names of the witnesses and the nature of
their testimony, and a chance to present a defense before a "tribunal that
both possesses some academic expertise and has an apparent
impartiality toward the charges." Even in the absence of an expectancy
of re-employment, "a teacher may neither be dismissed or not be rehired
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

430 F.2dat 879.
430 F.2d 852 (5th Cir. 1970).
Id. at 859.
Greene v. Howard University, 412 F.2d 1128 (D.C. Cir. 1969).
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for constitutionally impermissible reasons such as race, religion, or the
assertion of rights guaranteed by law or the Constitution. 2' 3 However,
the courts have continued to express their reluctance to become involved
in what they have viewed as matters to be thrashed out by the
educational institution itself. When such involvement cannot be avoided,
there is an outline of steps to be taken in sequence so as to escape any
unnecessary judicial administration by the courts. Before looking to the
record to see if the evidence supports the action, the district court will
look to see if the procedural requirements have been met and if not, then
the matter will be remanded back to the school administration for
compliance. Furthermore, a decision on any claim as to infringement of
constitutional rights "should be avoided if valid non-discriminatory
grounds are shown to have been the basis of the institution's actions." 4
These firmly established principles were immediately applied in Lucas
v. Chapman2 1 where a teacher who had no tenure filed suit contending
that he had not been rehired at the termination of his one year contract
due to exercise of his first amendment right of free speech at a P. T. A.
meeting. In demanding injunctive relief (reinstatement) or damage in the
alternative, the teacher further alleged that he had been denied his right
to procedural due process. Citing the Ferguson case as authority, the
court first held that an expectancy of re-employment had been created in
the plaintiff's favor through the continued renewal of short-term
contracts. 2 In an attempt to clarify some confusion over when a hearing
is required for such a dismissal, the assertion by the plaintiff was
distinguished from a case where the only matter in issue is a difference in
judgment between the school board and the teacher over matters nonconstitutional in nature. In the latter, there is no requirement of a
hearing by the board2 7 even though due process still demands that there
be some evidence to support the decision so as not to fall prey to the
constitutional objection of arbitrariness. In the case at bar the plaintiff
refuted the board's non-constitutional reasons and insisted that the true
reason for the termination of his employment involved a collision with
his first amendment rights, thus making a hearing mandatory if so
desired by the teacher. 2 The court went on to point out that the
23. Id. at 857.
24. Id. at 858.
25. 430 F.2d 945 (5th Cir. 1970).
26. Id. at 947.
27. Freeman v. Special School District, 405 F.2d 1153, 1161 (8th Cir. 1969). This applies only
where teacher has neither contract nor tenure provisions independently providing for discharge only
for cause.
28. 430 F.2d at 948.
If the board asserts a non-constitutional reason and the teacher claims it is a sham and
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minimum standards of procedural due process were not complied with
since the employee was not provided with a list of the names of the
persons who had caused the charges to be brought before the board or
specific advice as to the reasons for his termination. 9
This right to procedural due process was expanded on in Sindermann
v. Perry0 where summary judgment was adjudged improper in a case
involving a teacher dismissal where the aggrieved teacher offered to
prove facts constituting a constitutional claim. According to the
plaintifrs allegation, his contract had not been renewed because of his
affiliation with a group seeking to raise the college to a four year
status-a position in conflict with that taken by the board of regents. 3 '
The court cited Pred v. Board of Public Instruction32 which established
that in a case such as plaintifrs the rights involved are constitutional
rather than contractual in that what is being protected is the right of a
public employee to be free from punishment for exercising his first
amendment guarantees. Although constitutional issues may be subject
to summary judgment, such should be granted only when the truth is
clear and no basic facts are in dispute. It was obvious in this case that the
truth of the teacher's constitutional position was by no means clear.33 In
summation, after the Lucas case there appears to be three different
situations in which procedural due process is mandatory before a teacher
can be fired or not rehired: (1)Where the action was the result of the
exercise by the teacher of some right guaranteed by the Constitution; or
(2) where the teacher has acquired an expectancy of re-employment or
tenure; or (3) where both of the above two are present.
RIGHTS OF PRISONERS

Another area in which the courts have more often than not declined to
interfere on constitutional grounds is that concerning regulation of
prisons which the courts have held to be a vital state function. As stated
in Diehl v. Wainwright, interference with the administration of the
prison system should occur only when the complaint states facts that
indicate "an abuse of administrative discretion." ' Such an abuse was
that the real reason is one impinging on his constitutional rights, he must be afforded a
hearing.
29. 430 F.2d at 948.
30. 430 F.2d 939 (5th Cir. 1970).
31. Id. at 941.
32. 415 F.2d 851, 856 (5th Cir. 1969).
33. 430 F.2d at 943.
34. 419 F.2d 1309, 1310 (5th Cir. 1970).
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not found when the prison officials refused to allow a prisoner to take a
college correspondence course. The right to freedom of religion does not
carry with it the unlimited right by a prisoner to take a correspondence
course on a religious subject. Such right is "subject to regulation for
penal institution purposes, and the prisoner cannot dictate either the
time, the preoccupation or any other condition which he desires for the
pursuit of it. ' ' 35 A similar ruling was handed down in O'Brien v.
Blackwel 36 wherein it was held not to be a denial of freedom of religion
when the prisoner was not allowed to mail a letter to a minister who was
not on the prison's approved mailing list.
As was the case in the school proceedings, much litigation has
centered around grooming regulations within the prison system.
Strangely enough, Brown v. Wainwright37 involved an allegation by a
prisoner that the regulation requiring prisoners to shave infringed on his
religious liberties. The contention arose from the fact that the prisoner
considered himself a demi-god alleging that the mustache was a gift from
his creator. Although certainly tempted to accept this seemingly valid
assertion, the court managed to refrain from following some recent
trends in the interpretation of first amendment rights and ruled that the
regulation was neither unreasonable nor arbitrary. "Lawful
incarceration brings with it the necessary withdrawal or limitations of
many privileges and rights." 3 8 Even in the face of this clear and precise
precedent, an almost identical action was brought in the same State of
Florida a few months later. 39 Although the prisoner did not claim to be
of divine source, he did assert the experiencing of a divine relevation in
which the Lord commanded him to follow the laws of Moses which
according to a Bible scripture meant that one should not shave his face.
Again the court proved its pragmatic wisdom in holding that the prison
shaving regulations "promote 'cleanliness and . . . personal
identification,' so that, regardless of the source of the religious belief, the
state has not enforced an unreasonable and arbitrary regulation." 4
Neither does such a regulation violate the prisoner's freedom of
expression 4 or his right to due process under the fourteenth amendment.
Finally, a frivolous equal protection of the laws claim was discarded
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

Carey v. Settle, 351 F.2d 483, 485 (8th Cir. 1965).
421 F.2d 844 (5th Cir. 1970).
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since the regulation was shown to apply to both black and white inmates
and not to be inherently discriminatory. 2
Apart from these frequently asserted first and fourteenth amendment
claims, other provisions of the Constitution have served as a basis for
attacking disciplinary regulations by which the prison society is
governed. A good example is afforded by the Gi/rheist v. United States4 3
case in which a prisoner was criminally indicted for certain misconduct
for which the prison administration had already forfeited his good time,
thus subjecting him to an extended confinement. In denying a habeas
corpus proceeding on a different theory, the court held that the petitioner
had not been placed in double jeopardy in violation of the fifth
amendment by the criminal prosecution for the same act for which he
had been subjected to prison discipline. 4
CONSTITUTIONALITY OF LOCAL ORDINANCES

One of the greatest dilemmas presented by a government based on
federalism is the lack of uniformity created by the vast number of
authorities empowered to formulate the rules and regulations which
govern their individual sectors of society. Every court calendar at every
level is frequently comprised of complaints directed at the
constitutionality of city and county ordinances. The great bulk of this
litigation concerns the due process clause of the fourteenth amendment.
However, as a few of the following cases demonstrate, these local
regulations are not free from attack by advocates and protectors of first
amendment rights. This decade has seen the loud minority, and even the
silent majority on occasions, use demonstrations and sometimes riots as
forceful means of communication to the fullest extent.
Hunter v. Allen45 was a challenge to the validity of an Atlanta
disorderly conduct ordinance which prohibited activity in a "violent or
tumultuous manner" or which involved the use of "fighting words" or
interfered with "another's pursuit of a lawful occupation" or "halted
the flow of traffic." 4" The petitioner asked for an injunction contending
that the ordinance was so vague and overbroad that it penetrated the
protected activity of free speech and assembly guaranteed by the first
amendment. The Supreme Court had previously divided such cases
42.
43.
44.
45.

428 F.2d at 654.
427 F.2d 1132 (5th Cir. 1970).
Id. at 1133.
422 F.2d 1158 (5th Cir. 1970).

46.
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§ 20-7, at 1022-22.1 (1967).
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involving ambiguity of statutes into two categories to be considered
separately: (I) where the statute itself is overbroad, thus infringing on
protected freedoms; and (2) where the language of the statute is so
ambiguous and vague as to fail to provide adequate warning and notice
to the offender. 7 The first constitutes a first amendment claim and the
latter a fourteenth amendment argument. Statutes which have a
possibility of infringement on first amendment rights are subject to a
more precise standard to avoid ambiguity than is the case where other
constitutional rights are in issue." Federal injunctive relief is available
when such ambiguity tends to have a "chilling effect" on such rights. As
was stated in the Hunter case:
[W]here chilling effects may be present, as when the ordinance through
overbreadth impinges on protected conduct, or when, while properly
regulating First Amendment conduct, it does so in vague, unnecessarily
sweeping terms, or when it is used as a vehicle for harassing First
Amendment activity, injunctive relief may be had . . ..
In upholding the validity of the Atlanta ordinance, the court found that
the first subsections relating to "violent and tumultuous" activity were
directed at action instead of speech and that "no reasonable reading of
the ordinance would allow proscription of protected speech."50 Also, the
word "tumultuous" was held not to be so vague as to fail to give fair
warning to the general public. Furthermore, the utterance of fighting
words or activity that interfered with another's occupation is not within
the protection of the first amendment so as to involve a chilling effect on
anyone's exercise of his rights to free speech and expression. Finally,
while recognizing peaceful demonstrations as a protected right under the
first amendment, the court noted that it was a different form of
expression than pure speech and thus subject to greater regulation of
time, place and manner. The objective of the ordinance, namely to
prevent interferences with the flow of traffic, is a legitimate State
interest."'
However, this is not to say that local officials when dealing with
marches and other assertive activities as distinguished from pure speechmaking are free to formulate broad, all-inclusive laws designed to
prevent any parade or demonstration which may tend to cause a
divergence in the routine daily affairs of the community. In Le Flore v.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

Zwickler v. Koota, 389 U.S. 241, 249-250 (1967).
Smithy. California, 361 U.S. 147, 151 (1959).
422 F.2d at 1162.
Id.at 1167.
Id.at 1166-1167.
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Robinson," the plaintiffs sought and obtained in part a reversal of a
district court order refusing to intervene in and enjoin a state prosecution
by the City of Mobile for violation of certain ordinances which the
plaintiffs claimed were invalid on their face. The argument set forth by
the plaintiffs was that the ordinances were so overbroad and vague as to
have a chilling effect on their constitutionally protected activity. While
recognizing the distinction between the overbreadth claim and the claim
of vagueness, the court cited the Harvard Law Review where it was
asserted that "the vagueness doctrine . . . has been almost wholly
merged with the overbreadth doctrine when statutes covering first
amendment activities are at issue."15 3 Both reflect the same concern that
such inadequate description of the vice, whether it be overbroad or
vague, will tend to "chill" the exercise of privileged activity.
Furthermore, where facial challenges to the constitutionality of an
ordinance are raised, the traditional requirement of standing have been
relaxed so as to allow one to attack the statute as being overbroad and
vague even though his own conduct may not be privileged.5 Similarly,
such allegations make the abstention doctrine inappropriate and the
federal courts should be allowed to intervene even though state courts are
constitutionally competent to adjudicate federal questions. 55
The court then began to consider separately and independently the
constitutionality of four ordinances. The first ordinance regulated the
number of persons and manner in which they could demonstrate before a
place of business or public facility. 5 It was held to be invalid on its face,
since it was not shown to be aimed at protecting any specific State
interest. The ordinance was "not the narrowly drawn regulations that
52. 434 F.2d 933 (5th Cir. 1970).
53. The First Amendment Overbreadth Doctrine, 83 HARV. L. REV. 844, 873 (1970). "Both
vague and overbroad statutes covering first amendment activities tend to deter privileged conduct."
Id. at 874.
But when analysis is pressed beyond the point of asking whether bare terms of a law
appear vague or overbroad, and is focused on judicial process necessary to cure either
statutory vagueness or statutory overbreadth, the two constitutional vices appear in
practice to merge. Id. at 874-75.
54. 434 F.2d at 936.
55. Id. at 940.
Government, be it federal, state, or municipal, has a definite, legitimate interest in
regulatory demonstrations however laudatory their purpose. Only when regulations
unduly infringe protected expressive activity are we empowered to intervene and insist
upon more carefully tailored legislation.
56. Id. at 940. Section 14-11 of the Mobile Ordinance provides:
Those who participate in any demonstration on any sidewalk shall be spaced at a distance
of not less than ten feet apart; and not more than six persons shall demonstrate at any one
time before the same place of business or public facility.
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properly restricts the time, place or manner of the protests. '57 Instead,
the ordinance would actually serve to prevent any effective means of
communication. In likewise holding the second ordinance 58 to be
overbroad and vague, the court stressed that its holding "does not
mean that the city is powerless to regulate demonstrations. It must
simply identify a substantial interest worthy of protection. 5 9 Section
14-051 of the ordinance required one to obtain a permit from the City
Commission before engaging in any "parade", the definition of which
included almost any public activity. "Application for permit shall be
filed with the City Clerk not less than ten (10) days nor more than thirty
(30) days before the date on which it is proposed to conduct the parade
unless, 'for good cause,' a time waiver is granted." 6 0 Basing its decision
on the Supreme Court opinion in Freedman v. Maryland"'the court held
that the Mobile permit-granting ordinance was invalid because it
"makes no provision for prompt, commission-initiated judicial
review."'6 2 There is a strong presumption against the validity of prior
restraints on expression, especially political expression, because the
effect and purpose would be lost if there was a long delay. Even a
licensing procedure which provides for a review can chill the exercise of a
protected activity just as much as an overbroad law if it is "slow,
cumbersome or onerous. '6 3 The court here felt that a ten to thirty day
notice requirement was impracticable in view of the fact that most
demonstrations arise as a result of a spontaneous group desire. "These
rights are susceptible of restriction 'only to prevent grave and immediate
dangers to (an interest) which the state may lawfully protect." 64
After sustaining the plaintiff's arguments as to the first three
ordinances, the court rejected the contention that Section 14-76 was also
Id. at 933.
id. at 942. Section 14-13 stated that
any person comprising a party of any unlawful assembly on any street or any public place
who, after being duly commanded to disperse as provided in section 14-12, willfully and
intentionally fails to do so shall, upon conviction be punished as provided in section 1-4.
The problem arose by the fact that the Alabama statute which defined "unlawful" was itself vague
and overbroad.
59. Id. at 943.
60. Id. at 944.
61. 380 U.S. 51 (1965).
62. 434 F.2d at 933.
63. Id.at 933.
64. Robinson v. Coopwood, 292 F. Supp. 926 (N.D. Miss. 1968), affd415 F.2d 1377 (5th Cir.
1969). "In short, the administration of a dosage of 'preventive medicine' is impermissible in
connection with First Amendment rights. Id. at 934.
65. 434 F.2d at 948. Section 14-7 provides:
It shall be unlawful for any person to stand, loiter, walk, or run upon any street, park,
57.
58.
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unconstitutional on its face because it "neither provides for prior
warning nor explicitly requires a knowing violation."" The argument
that the violation should be limited to an intentional obstruction of
public passageways instead of any obstruction regardless of scienter is a
due process argument and not to be considered in judging facial
constitutionality. Accordingly, the court held that "obstruction" is a
"sufficiently explicit standard to cure overbreadth." 67 A final ground for
the reversal opinion was the error of the district court in disposing of
other constitutional claims by summary judgment. In a summary of the
opinion the court reasserted its position that "[c]ases involving serious
and challenging constitutional issues must receive full judicial
scrutiny.""
The great majority of litigation involving constitutional attacks on
local ordinances is based on a fourteenth amendment claim under either
the due process or equal protection clauses. One such case was E. B.
Elliott Advertising Co. v. Metropolitan Dade County69 wherein a
Florida County enacted an ordinance prohibiting commercial
advertising signs within 200 feet of any expressway and regulating such
signs within 600 feet of the expressway right of way. Highway safety and
aesthetic considerations are constitutionally permissable objectives
which promote public health, safety, morals and general welfare. Thus,
according to the opinion, "reasonable legislation designed to promote
that end is a valid and permissible exercise of the police power" 70 of the
state in accord with the "due process clause" of the fourteenth
amendment. However, the plaintiffs argued that the ordinance was
unreasonable and discriminatory so as not to afford equal protection
because it prohibited commercial outdoor advertising which is carried
out as a business in itself while it allowed an outdoor advertising activity
that must be carried out on the premises where the business is located. 7'
The court responded with a statement from aSupreme Court
decision-"A classification having some reasonable basis does not
offend against that clause merely because it is not made with
mathematical nicety or because in practice it results in some
public place or any portion of private property which has been set aside by the owner
thereof for the use of customer vehicular travel or parking, so as to obstruct free passage
thereon by other persons.
66. Id. at 949.
67. Id. at 933.
68. Id. at 933.
69. 425 F.2d 1140 (5th Cir. 1970), dismissed pursuant to Rule 60, - U.S. 91 S Ct. 12
(1970).
70. Id.at 1153.
71. Id. The ordinance prohibited commercial outdoor advertising signs but allowed "point at
sale" signs.
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inequality. '7 2 The court recognized the contentions that the method set
up by this ordinance fell short of curing all the evils and may have been
done in a simpler manner. But no longer will federal courts "strike down
state laws, regulatory of business and industrial conditions, because they
may be unwise, improvident, or out of harmony with a particular school
of thought." 7 3 Finally, there was no taking of property for which
compensation must be given under the fourteenth amendment for the
ordinance enacted on July 2, 1963 provided for an amortization period
until March 1, 1968 in which nonconforming signs could continue to be
maintained.7 4
Approximately six' months prior to the Metropolitan Dade County
case, the same court of appeals struck down a Miami zoning ordinance
as being arbitrary and unreasonable as applied to the plaintifrs property
in question.7" In a rather short opinion affirming the decision of the
district court, it was said that a regulation prohibiting gasoline stations
within 750 feet of an existing station or within 1050 feet of a church or
school failed to withstand the test of reasonableness and arbitrariness
applied under the fourteenth amendment. Moreover, to place a gasoline
station in a zone allowing such stations but at a location "within 565 feet
of one church and 833 feet from another and 664 feet from nearest
gasoline station would not be detrimental to public health, safety,
welfare or morals ' 76 so as to be within the scope of the regulatory police
power of the state.
One area in which the federal government has condoned broad
exercise by the states of their police power is the regulation of the sale
and transportation of intoxicating liquors. The twenty-first amendment
repealed the eighteenth amendment banning all importation or
transportation of intoxicating liquors within the United States, but
concurrent power was retained by the States and the federal government
to regulate the quantity of such commondities and the manner in which
the business activity is conducted. As was stated in the Georgia case of
Parks v. Allen, "the exercise of the power in connection with the liquor
industry particularly allows the widest discretion and is subject to the
minimal demands of the Fourteenth Amendment's due process and
equal protection requirements," 7 7 i.e. that what is done has a reasonable
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

Morey v. Doud, 354 U.S. 457, 463-464 (1957).
Williamson v. Lee Optical, 348 U.S. 483, 487-488 (1955).
425 F.2d at 1155.
Thompson v. City of Miami, 417 F.2d 1112 (5th Cir. 1969).
Id. at 113.
426 F.2d 610, 613 (5th Cir. 1970).
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basis and is not purely arbitrary. Here, the city of Atlanta ordinance
prohibited the ssuance of more than two retail liquor licenses to a
family. A valid and reasonable purpose was found in the fact that the
enforcement of such ordinances tended to increase competition and
lessen the evils of price discrimination and split deliveries. 7" Hence, the
argument that other measures could be used to combat the same evils
fails to establish a constitutional basis for rejection of the ordinance.
Finally, the court found itself confronted with the privilege-right
dichotomy in the allegation that the ordinance was unconstitutional in
that the grant or denial of a license rested on an unreasonable basis, i.e.
to what family a person was born. The contention was quickly rejected
with the conclusion that the sale of liquor is a privilege rather than a
right. Thus, "the test is the reasonableness of the ordinance as relates to
the business license and not the reasonableness as it relates to a
particular applicant." 79 In the general field of licensing, the recent trend
of the federal courts, as opposed to the State courts where it is still
strong, has been to ignore the ancient distinctions between a right and a
privilege. However, in the regulation of the liquor industries both judicial
systems have retained grasp of the doctrine in order to sustain the use of
wide discretion by the governing bodies over a business which can have
great effect on the public safety, health and welfare.
Up to now the local ordinances dealt with have only prohibited or
restricted some type of activity, but what about an ordinance that places
a duty of affirmative action on a private individual or corporation? In
City of Gainesville v. Southern Railway Co., s° the City brought suit to
enforce a local ordinance which required the defendant to install and
maintain entirely at its own expense automatic signaling devices at a
certain intersection. The railroad counter-claimed contending that the
ordinance was unreasonable and arbitrary in violation of due process
and equal protection because it required the railroad to bear the total
cost of both installation and maintenance. The defendant argued that
equity, benefit, degree of danger caused by the railroad, and
reasonableness should be considered in allocating the costs. The court of
appeals remanded the case holding that the district court had failed to
make a finding of reasonableness, "a determination which might or
might not make the application of the ordinance unconstitutional."'
The Supreme Court has consistently held that the municipality or State
78.
79.
80.
81.

Id. at 614.
Id.
423 F.2d 588 (5th Cir. 1970).
Id. at 591.
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has the authority under its police power to require the railroad company
to bear all the cost for such improvements and that the benefit to be
derived does not have to be the sole measure of the allocation of such
cost. 2 However, this power has always been subject to the limitation that
the allocation be fair and reasonable. If this determination is made by
the district court on remand and the answer is in the affirmative, the City
ordinance would be sustained as constitutional.
DISCRIMINATION IN JURY SELECTION

With the passage of the 1965 Voting Rights Act83 and the two major
Civil Rights Acts8 4 of the decade, many communities, especially in the
South, were faced with a drastic change in what had previously been an
all white jury system. Selection from voting lists is the most widely used
method for determining eligible jurors. In the past, Negroes had been
precluded from registering to vote through the use of discriminatory and
arbitrary qualification requirements. Now however, the number of
registered voters of that race has increased so rapidly that communities
which are still advocates of purely white juries have resorted to other
means of discrimination within the jury system itself. Thus, it is still
common practice to find a state or district wherein Negroes comprise
over 50 per cent of the population but only a comparatively small
percentage of the master jury lists or at least the actual venires
themselves.
In Ralston v. Mandeville85 it was found that although Negroes made
up 29.3 per cent of the total residents of the county within the juror
qualification age bracket, they comprised less than 15 per cent of the
master roll. Such disparity in the selection process when the jury roll was
determined by the jury commissioner from the voter list, city directories,
telephone directories, and lists submitted by the jury commissioner and
others made out a prima facie case of discrimination. The court held that
once such a case was established, the ones charged with comprising the
jury rolls have a duty "to come forward with such proof as will clearly
demonstrate the correct status of the master roll" 8 and overcome the
charge of racial disrimination. Here the defendants "maintained the
master roll partially at least on subjective judgment as distinguished
82.
(1942);
83.
84.
85.
86.

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe R.R. v. Public Utility Com'n, 346 U.S. 346, 74 S.Ct. 92
Erie R. R. v. Bd. of Public Util. 254 U.S. 394 (1921).
42 U.S.C. § 1973 (1970).
28 U.S.C. § 1447(d)(Supp. 1971); 18 U.S.C. § 241 etseq. (1969).
428 F.2d 1392 (5th Cir. 1970).
Id. at 1394.
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from objective criteria or on a random selection system." 8
Furthermore, the opinion cited a Supreme Court case wherein it was said
that in order to satisfy the equal protection clause of the fourteenth
amendment it is not sufficient that the State law merely provide against
the use of such discriminatory practices."8
Immediately following the Ralston case the court made a similar
but more detailed decision in which the burden of coming forward with
an acceptable constitutional explanation referred to above was not met
by simply testifying that the names are drawn from the wheel at
random. 9 Here the discrimination was not in the formulation of the
master jury lists but in the composition of the jury venires taken from
such lists. As to the former, the court affirmed the district court in the
exercise of its discretion in denying the plaintiffs an injunction although
the master list was 53 per cent black while 61-62 per cent of the
population of the county was the same. The facts showed that the voter
list was employed as the sole source of names and that as the registration
of Negroes had steadily increased so had the number of blacks on the
jury list. Earlier patterns of discriminatory exclusion were not a
sufficient basis for the granting of injunctive relief.9" Thus, to satisfy the
claim of racial discrimination in the selection of names for the master
list it seems that it is only necessary that as one is placed on the voter list
he also be placed on the jury list.
However, the facts revealed a different story concerning the venires or
the list of those actually chosen for jury service. It was found that the
percentage of Negroes on the venires was substantially less than the
percentage of Negroes on the master list. This was the substantial
disparity that established the prima facie case of racial discrimination to
which the defendants failed to meet with an affirmative explanation.
"[T]he Constitution casts upon jury commissioners, as judicial
administrators, the affirmative duty to have a constitutionally secure
system. It is not enough to say, 'What we are doing is not working, but
we do not know why.' "" Not only was there a finding of racial
discrimination, but also a discriminatory selection based on sex. The
court was careful to state that it was not deciding whether a State may
by statute exclude women from jury service. This was not the question
here, for the State statutes made no such distinction. The discrimination
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.

Id. at 1395.
Smithv. Texas, 311 U.S. 128, 130(1940).
Ford v. White, 430 F.2d 951, 954 (5th Cir. 1970).
Id. at 953.
Id. at 954.
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was found in the manner of selection from eligible women placed on the
voter list so as to choose only a token number from that class, similar to
that method of selection applied to those of the Negro race.9"
REAPPORTIONMENT

Since Reynolds v. Sims 9 3 held that the equal protection clause of the
fourteenth amendment requires that every man have an equal vote in the
election of state legislators, thus necessitating districts with substantially
equal populations, the courts have frequently been confronted with the
task of determining the scope of the one-man, one-vote doctrine set down
by that case. This was the issue presented to the court in Dundee v.
Board of Supervisors of Elections94 but fortunately- in the interim
another case Avery v. Midland County9 5 had been decided by the
Supreme Court which had a direct influence on and was the determining
factor in the case at bar. In Dundee, the plaintiff claimed that the
members of the Board of Assessors were elected from mal-apportioned
districts denying him equal protection of the laws. The first issue
between the parties concerned the labeling of the job of the Board of
Assessors as legislative or administrative, the former claimed by the
plaintiff and the latter by the defendant. But citing A very the court said
that the relevant fact was not such nomenclature but whether the activity
conducted by the Board affected all the citizens substantially." It was
found that from 7.5% to 11.2% of the total revenue of the City of New
Orleans was derived from the ad valorem tax. "Thus all the citizens of
New Orleans are affected and accordingly, the one-man, one-vote rule is
applicable." 97 The defendants then contended that the rule should not be
enforced against the Board of Assessors because their decision was only
tentative with the final authority for equalizing assessments resting with
the Louisiana Tax Commission. This assertion was met with the opinion
that for all practical purposes the Board of Assessors' decision is final
unless for some unusual circumstances the Tax Commission feels
compelled to disapprove the local assessment." Finally, the defendants
92. Id. at 955.
93. 377 U.S. 533 (1964).
94. 434 F.2d 135 (5th Cir. 1970).
95. Avery v. Midland County, 390 U.S. 474 (1968). Held the one-man, one-vote rule of
Reynolds applicable to units of local governments having general governmental powers over entire
geographical area served by the body.
96. 434 F.2d at 137.
97. Id. at 137.
98. Id. at 138.
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failed to show that the case fell under one of the exceptions set out by
Reynolds in which such a discrimination would be justified. "The duties
of the Board of Assessors, affecting as they do all of the citizens of the
City of New Orleans, are not 'so far removed from normal
governmental activities' as to exempt their election from the
requirements of Reynolds."" However, the court did recognize that
reapportionment is more properly a legislative function and thus gave
the legislature an opportunity to act before ordering a special election in
which each member of the Board would be elected on an at-large basis.
Once it is decided that the voter has been denied equal protection of
the laws in violation of the one-man, one-vote rule, the problem arises as
to what course of remedy to follow. Where mal-apportionment exists in
the different districts making up a county government to which the rule
or principle applies according to the A very case, the districts may be
reapportioned so as to achieve equal population, or the voters of the
entire county may be allowed to vote in the election of each
representative from each district.'00 In Taylor v. Board of Supervisors,
the plaintiffs demanded an interim special election asserting that "all
parties have been operating under a kind of lis pendens .
."10" Here
the suit alleging mal-apportionment had been filed in the year of the
election of the Board of Supervisors but relief had been denied until the
A very case had been affirmed on appeal by the Supreme Court at which
time the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the trial court's
judgment. The problem as to the interim election arose from a State
statute which said that district lines could be changed by the supervisors
but went on to provide that the act "shall not be construed to affect
any supervisor now holding office until the expiration and end of his
present term of office.' ' 02 The court first interpreted the "now" in the
statute to mean the year of the passage of the statute-1942. In any case,
Supreme Court decisions have repeatedly suggested that although
federal courts should be careful in overriding State statutes not to
infringe on one's fourteenth amendment rights any more than necessary,
"where it is necessary to override specific provisions of state law
to
afford adequate relief, the State statutes must yield." 103 Thus, the court
concluded that the trial court erred in summarily rejecting the plaintiffs
motion for a special election without making findings as to the
99. Id. at 143.
100. Dusch v. Davis, 387 U.S. 112 (1967).
101. 421 F.2d 1038, 1041 (5th Cir. 1970).
102.

MIss. CODE § 2870 (1942).

103.

421 F.2dat 1041.
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practicability and possibility of such an election, noting that some
circumstances do require such relief.'04
As is frequently the case when State action is involved, the federal
courts will often disavow jurisdiction where the State has a substantial
interest to protect, on the ground that the plaintiff has failed to allege
deprivation of any rights secured by the Constitution or federal law. In
Johnson v. Hood,' 5 the plaintiffs claimed that the election commission
had arbitrarily denied them their right to vote by rejecting their ballots
pursuant to State law. This was not a valid due process claim because
"the right to vote in a state election, in itself, is not a right secured by the
Constitution or by federal law."'' 6 Such a denial even if improper does
not deprive one of a right of property or liberty secured by the due
process clause of the fourteenth amendment. The pleadings did not
contend that any State law had been violated nor that the election
commission had discriminated against voters according to race. The
State law which provided the procedures for contesting challenged votes
was not alleged to be unconstitutional or in violation of federal law.' 7
Neither was there a substantial claim that the plaintiffs were being
deprived of equal protection of the laws. There was no assertion that the
election commission had counted the ballots of other voters whose votes
had been challenged. The opinion stated that "the state has not only
an interest in but also an obligation to provide orderly, honest elections.
Measures reasonably calculated to this end, such as the prevention of
double voting, are solely within the ambit of State control." 08
GENERAL FIRST AMENDMENT CASES

The range of cases arising out of the first amendment is so
encompassing and diverse that it becomes impossible to fit each such
case in a category as presented above. One will find first amendment
claims in enumerable factual situations, for those rights have become the
most controversial and sought after guarantees of the Bill of Rights. For
example, the issues of who has a qualified privilege and what constitutes
public as distinguished from private and protected information are
104. Id. at 1042.
[lhe inviolability of an election that is conducted under terms that violate the constitutional rights of the electorate is no greater than one which transgresses state election
procedural requirements. Id.
105. 430 F.2d 610 (5th Cir. 1970).
106. Id. at 612.
107. Id. at 611.
108. Id.at 613.
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questions focusing on the freedoms of speech and expression and are
most often raised in suits for libel. Morgan v. Dun and Bradstreet, Inc. 09
involved the allegation that as a result of a credit report which falsely
associated the plaintiff with a person of disreputable character, the
plaintiff lost his credit and eventually his business. The defendant
asserted that it has a "qualified privilege" to publish credit reports to its
subscribers which can be "lost only if 'a communication is published
falsely, fraudulently and with express malice and intent to injure.' "110
But the court said that good faith is a requirement for a qualified
privilege to exist and that such is lacking when one is shown to have
published a libel with knowledge of its falsity. Furthermore, "the refusal
of the defendant to retract or to issue a corrected report on request is
likewise evidence of malice.""' Here there was evidence that the
defendant had learned through its own investigations as well as through
notices from the plaintiff and third parties that the information later
republished was untrue. With such notice the defendants no longer had a
qualified privilege to report this fact, although such a privilege does exist
as to credit information in general sought by the defendant's subscribers.
When there is a dispute as to the existence of a privilege or to its
termination, the evidence is properly submitted to the jury for a
determination."12 This same reasoning was applied by the court in Bon
Air Hotel, Inc. v. Time, Inc." 3 wherein a hotel in Augusta, Georgia,
which is the scene of the Master's Golf Tournament, commenced a libel
action against a magazine publisher for an article which was
unfavorable to the hotel and its accommodations. The same first
amendment protection against an action for libel which extends to public
officials and public figures was held applicable to this publication on a
matter of public interest." 4 The court in this same case made a decision
on a procedural due process issue as to whether an oral hearing was
required when the district court reconsidered and granted a previous
motion by the defendant for a summaryjudgment which had earlier been
denied. In holding that there was no non-compliance with Rule 56(c) of
the Federal Rules requiring an opportunity for the adverse party to be
109. 421 F.2d 1241 (5th Cir. 1970).
110. Id.at 1242.
111. Id.at 1243.
112. Id.at 1242.
113. 426 F.2d 858 (5th Cir. 1970). The court rejected the defendant's contention that the Golf
Tournament cannot make the little-known hotel a matter of public interest and found that the
public interest and enthusiasm in the Tournament constituted a valid public interest. Id. at 862.
114. Id.at861.
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heard, it was found that the plaintiff had received notice of the
reconsideration of the motion and had filed opposing briefs, etc." 5
Often, when constitutional rights are raised the issues are never
reached by the court due to a finding of lack of standing or nonjusticiability. This was the case in Merced Rosa v. Herrero."6 The
plaintiff, who had been indicted for failure to report for induction,
sought to obtain a declaratory judgment that his freedom of speech
would be chilled as to political matters concerning the Selective Service
Act unless it was "declared that the Act cannot constitutionally apply to
conscientious objectors whose objections are to particular wars.""' 7 But
such a claim is insufficient to establish standing where the proposed
advocacy might not violate the Act, and even if the advocacy were
assumed to violate the Act relief was not required since the plaintiff
conceded that the governmental authorities were acting in good faith."'
A clear example of lack of standing was presented in O'Hair v. Paine"9
which was an action to enjoin NASA from authorizing astronauts to
participate in religious activities during space flights. The court held that
the plaintiffs had no ascertainable legal interest in whether or not the
participation by NASA amounted to an unconstitutional abuse of
legislative power. 20 Although cases involving first amendment claims
were cited, the opinion is unclear as to whether there was any allegation
here that the participation by NASA was a violation of the
Establishment Clause of the first amendment.
GENERAL DUE PROCESS CASES

In recent years the increasing pollution of our environment has
received so much national attention that it now exists on a level equal to
that of defense, poverty and other problems to which our financial
resources are devoted to resolving. Governmental controls in this area
will undoubtedly lead to increasing litigation of Due Process claims as
witnessed by the case of Zabel v. Tabb. 2' In Zabel, the main issue was
whether the Secretary of the Army could "refuse to authorize a dredge
115. Id. at 863.
116. 423 F.2d 59, (5th Cir. 1970).
117. Id. at 593. The Selective Service Act of 1967 makes it a crime to knowingly counsel, aid, or
abet another to evade registration or conspire to do so. 50 U.S.C. § 462 (1968).
118. 423 F.2d at 594.
, 91 S.
119. O'Hair v. Paine, 432 F.2d 66 (5th Cir. 1970), appeal dismissed, -U.S.
Ct. 974 (1970).
120. Id.at67.
121.

430 F.2d 199 (5th Cir. 1970), cert. denied,

-U.S.

,91 S. Ct. 821 (1970).
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and fill project in navigable waters for factually substantial ecological
reasons even though the project would not interfere with navigation,
flood control, or the production of power."' 22 Because of the possible
devastating effect on fish and wildlife by such activities, it was said that
Congress has power under the Commerce Clause to regulate the use of
private submerged riparian property. The destruction of theecological
balance in these waters will in turn have a substantial effect on interstate
commerce. 23 Conservation and other factors besides the navigability of
the streams must be considered by the Secretary of Army in authorizing
such projects. "Governmental agencies in executing a particular
statutory responsibility ordinarily are required to take heed of,
sometimes effectuate and other times not thwart other valid statutory
governmental policies."' 24 The due process arguments arose out of the
fact that the plaintiff landowners were denied a hearing before the Fish
and Wildlife Service. But this was held not to be a valid claim since due
process only requires that a party to be regulated by an agency be given a
hearing before the deciding body which in this case was the Corps of
Engineers to whom the Fish and Wildlife Service submitted findings and
conclusions. The plaintiffs were allowed a hearing before this body at
which time they were allowed to rebut the evidence presented by the Fish
and Wildlife Service. 25 Finally, the denial of such a permit does not
constitute a taking of property without just compensation because this
submerged riparian land "is subject to the paramount servitude in the
Federal government which the Submerged Lands Act expressly reserved
' 26
as an incident of power incident to the Commerce Clause."'
This Due Process requirement of a hearing becomes an issue in an
infinite number of situations and can be satisfied by an almost like
number of procedures. For example, in most cases involving extradition
of a person from the U.S. accused of committing a crime in another
country, the accused is by statute entitled to an automatic hearing before
a judicial officer. 27 However, in the case of Sayne v. Shipley, 2Sa treaty
between the Canal Zone and Panama pursuant to which the Canal Zone
Code was formulated provided for no such automatic hearing. Instead,
the "Governor of the Canal Zone alone determines whether the
122. Id. at 203.
123. Id.
124. Id. at 209. Such policies on conservation are expressed in the Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act and the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.
125. Id. at 215.
126. Id.
127. 18 U.S.C. § 3184 (1969).
128. 418 F.2d 679 (5th Cir. 1969), cert. denied __ U.S.90S. Ct. 1688 (1970).
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extraditee is the person charged, whether a crime has been charged,
whether there is probable cause that the extraditee is guilty."'2 9
Nevertheless, such an administrative determination is reviewable by a
U.S. district court in a habeas corpus proceeding which is how this case
came before the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. Thus, the individual's
constitutional rights are protected even though there was no statutorily
required hearing. The important thing in deciding whether the Due
Process clause has been satisfied is not when a hearing is provided but
whether one has been afforded at all.' 3° Another due process
consideration with which the courts have been confronted is whether the
clause has been transgressed when a State exercises personal jurisdiction
over a nonresident through its own long arm statute. In Coulter v. Sears,
Roebuck and Co.,' 3' the plaintiff, a resident of Texas, had his home
destroyed by fire caused by an explosion of a television manufactured by
the defendant, a Delaware corporation and nonresident of Texas. The
defendant had for a long time supplied televisions to Sears, which
maintains retail stores in Texas. The defendant knew that a portion of
these products would be shipped immediately and directly to Texas for
resale. In holding no violation of due process of the law, the court cited
four prior cases' 32 as support for the "stream of commerce" theory on
which the decision was based. It does not matter that the manufacturer
does not have direct contacts with Texas in the form of substantial and
continuous business relations with that State's concerns. It had
introduced the product into the stream of commerce with reason to know
or expect that the product would eventually be brought to Texas.'3
When these products reach a foreign state they receive the protection of
its laws and the benefits of its market. The fact that this derived benefit is
an indirect one is irrelevant for it is still essential to the conduct of the
manufacturer's business.13 When a business places such merchandise
into the stream of commerce with knowledge as to its possible
destination, it cannot deny "the substantial interest of the injured
person's state in providing a convenient forum for its citizens."' 35
129. Id.at 684.
130. Id.at 686.
131. 426 F.2d 1315 (5th Cir. 1970).
132. Exerly Aircraft Co. v. Killian, 414 F.2d 591 (5th Cir. 1969); Gray v. Am. Radiator and
Standard Sanitary Corp., 22 111.2d 432, 176 N.E.2d 761 (1961); Anderson v. Nat'l Presto Indus:
257 Iowa 911, 135 N.W.2d 639 (1965); Feathers v. McLucas, 21 A.D.2d 558, 251 N.Y.S.2d 548
(1964).
133. 426 F.2d at 1318.
134. Id. at 1319-1320.
135. Keckler v. Brookwood Country Club, 248 F. Supp. 645, 649 (N.D. Ill. 1965).
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Finally in a rather brief opinion, the court negated a claim by a State
prisoner that the due process and equal protection clauses of the
fourteenth amendment guarantee him the right to file a civil suit on
behalf of his father.' 6 A layman or non-attorney has no such
constitutional guarantee to represent other people in litigation with the
exception that "a jail-house lawyer may help fellow (sic) prisoners file
initial papers in habeas corpus actions when the state has failed to
provide alternative aid to such prisoners in seeking post-conviction
relief."' 37 But such an exception must be narrowly confined because
skilled advocates are a necessity in our judicial system to assure full and
fair litigation of a case, to collect and present the facts so as to be
capable of intelligent review by a tribunal, and to save time and expense.
Here, the situation calling for application of the exception is not present
for the prisoner brought suit "on behalf of a non-prisoner in connection
with a purely private matter."'s
136.
137.
138.
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